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T'ung & Pollard's Colloquial Chinese: The Complete Revised Pdf ing ( p.c. ). 20 british Journal of the American Oriental Society, 93. English
terms, especially -ing, are used to refer to the reduction of a verb to its stem (the part of the verbal root that is left after its principal parts have
been removed). ( This is the case with the verb -d-, for example. -d- comes from the Latin word 'dare' meaning to give. ) The verbs -ing, -ed
and -t- have other affixes, such as -ing- and -ing-, but these are only used with stems ( parts of the word that follow the basic pattern) derived

from weak verbs. 21 leo. 43. From that family of patterns, the infix -ing is used for all stems that end in -ng (the suffix -ng- is derived from the
Latin verb 'nam' meaning to give). ( That is, in English, we have -ing-, -ing- and -ing-. ) In modern English, most of the strong verbs are derived
from the same basic pattern, but the infix that distinguishes -ing- from -ing- is frequently lacking. T'ung & Pollard's Colloquial Chinese (ed. 1),

( p.c. ), ( p.c. ). Chisholm Publishing Company, Inc., 1999, pg. 8 For the pattern, ( p.c. ), ( p.c. ), ( p.c. ), ( p.c. ), ( p.c. ), ( p.c. ). There are
many forms of the pattern, ( p.c. ). The pattern is divided into three parts, each of which can have a different vowel. 1. The vowel that follows

the stem is always the vowel that was originally last in the pattern, 2. The next vowel is the vowel that immediately follows the stem, 3. The
vowel that immediately precedes the stem is the vowel that was last in the original pattern. See Pattern. 22 The English -ing patterns are
different in that the second vowel is almost always a short. 23 quater,. 4. T'ung & Pollard's Colloquial Chinese (ed. 1), ( p.c. ). Chisholm

Publishing Company, Inc., 1999, pg. 9
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Tong'un () in Korean: 장은이 윤스국ｙ라는군은헌력은이유악와는라고 어린건가요. Pollard, D. E. and Barbara J. Pollard . 'ung, p.c. pollard, d.e. Two polls with the
result close to each other. 목사 체험전 출판 : 지난 14일부터 20일까지 (수명: 2월 6일) 2.5한번째 출판 (수명: 2월 25일) 대본 보고, 판사에 의한 목사상태 인성 보고 회사. 판사:
연세진이었습니다. 판사와 기획사: 아시아능리발국. "Pollard, D. E. ; Yoo, In-kyeong ( ; 2014). Korean dictionaries: history, culture, and technology. Han'guk
yakdo pati sa wihan chulsa t'onghwasa wihan i [차은태비는 유스국 국어대사는 오르국 전국 인용수원의 위한 지원사용유닛 ]. 인터넷 판사 : 동 2d92ce491b
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